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A B S T R A C T 

In the hierarchical view of star formation, giant molecular clouds (GMCs) undergo fragmentation to form small-scale structures 
made up of stars and star clusters. Here we study the connection between young star clusters and cold gas across a range of 
extragalactic environments by combining the high resolution (1 

′′ ) PHANGS–ALMA catalogue of GMCs with the star cluster 
catalogues from PHANGS–HST . The star clusters are spatially matched with the GMCs across a sample of 11 nearby star-forming 

galaxies with a range of galactic environments (centres, bars, spiral arms, etc.). We find that after 4 − 6 Myr the star clusters are 
no longer associated with any gas clouds. Additionally, we measure the autocorrelation of the star clusters and GMCs as well 
as their cross-correlation to quantify the fractal nature of hierarchical star formation. Young ( ≤10 Myr) star clusters are more 
strongly autocorrelated on kpc and smaller spatial scales than the > 10 Myr stellar populations, indicating that the hierarchical 
structure dissolves over time. 

Key words: galaxies: star clusters – galaxies: star formation. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

alaxies serve as the stellar factories of the universe, churning out
tars formed from the gravitational collapse of the densest regions
f molecular clouds inside the interstellar medium. This process
epletes a galaxy of gas, which can be replenished through galactic
ergers or by the infall of external gas from the circumgalactic
edium. In turn, star formation is a catalyst of galaxy evolution by

njecting metals, energy, and momentum back into the interstellar
edium and intergalactic medium, while regulating galaxy growth

y exhausting the supply of gas. Star formation may shape a galaxy’s
v olution, b ut what triggers the formation of stars? There are many
hysical processes that can create the dense molecular cloud envi-
onment fa v ourable for star formation (Mac Low & Klessen 2004 ;

cKee & Ostriker 2007 ; Dobbs et al. 2014 ). On scales of kiloparsecs
nd larger, there is a measured correlation between the available gas
eservoir and the rate at which a galaxy forms stars (the Kennicutt–
chmidt relation; Schmidt 1959 ; Kennicutt 1998 ; Kennicutt & Evans
012 ). Ho we ver, on small-scales, this relation breaks down with
 disconnect between the physical locations of the star clusters
ormed and the remaining molecular gas clouds (Onodera et al. 2010 ;
chruba et al. 2010 ; Boquien, Buat & Perret 2014 ; Kruijssen &
 E-mail: jturner6563@gmail.com (JAT); ddale@uwyo.edu (DAD) 
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ongmore 2014 ; Pessa et al. 2021 ). This breakdown is a direct
robe of the cloud-scale physics of star formation (Che v ance et al.
020a ). 
Zooming in from a global view of star formation, we can begin to

reak down star formation into individual constituents and processes.
he cold molecular gas is hierarchically structured and at the
eak of the hierarchy, i.e. the densest regions, the star clusters are
ormed from fragmentation and collapse of the cold, molecular
as (Elmegreen & Falgarone 1996 ; Elmegreen 2008 ; Kruijssen
012 ). The star cluster population therefore inherits the hierarchical
istribution from their natal giant molecular clouds (GMCs; e.g.
ada & Lada 2003 ; Grasha et al. 2018 , 2019 ; Ward, Kruijssen &
ix 2020a ). These small-scale structures – young stars and clusters –

epresent the top of the stellar hierarchy that includes large structures
ike associations and cluster comple x es (Zhang, F all & Whitmore
001 ; Gouliermis et al. 2010 ; S ́anchez et al. 2010 ; Gouliermis
018 ; Menon et al. 2021 ). The structure is likely a consequence
f the hierarchical nature of turbulence throughout the interstellar
edium (Elmegreen & Efremov 1996 ; Hopkins, Narayanan &
urray 2013 ). The hierarchical structure of the stellar distributions

and the interstellar medium in general) can be described with a
ower-law, hence it is scale-free (Grasha et al. 2018 , 2019 ). Over
ime, this inherited hierarchical distribution is dissipated as found
y Gieles & Bastian ( 2008 ) and Bastian et al. ( 2009 ) for the stellar
opulations of the Small Magellanic Cloud and Large Magellanic
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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loud, respectively, which lost their structured distributions on the 
ime-scale of each galaxy’s crossing time. 

Recent observations and data sets like those from the PAWS CO(1–
) surv e y of M51 (Pety et al. 2013 ; Schinnerer et al. 2013 ) and now
he PHANGS–ALMA CO(2–1) surv e y (Leroy et al. 2021b ) allow
or studying the hierarchical structure of star formation at the scales 
f individual molecular clouds. Combining these ∼1 arcsec CO 

aps with high-resolution ( ∼0.05 arcsec) Hubble Space Telescope 
 HST ) observations of young star clusters like from LEGUS (Adamo
t al. 2017 ) and PHANGS–HST (Lee et al. 2022 ) provides an
nprecedented look at the connection between individual clouds 
nd the products of star formation. The quantification of how star
lusters and molecular gas are structured across spatial scales is 
till in its infancy . Recently , Grasha et al. ( 2019 ) combined the
AWS CO map of M51 with the LEGUS star clusters and found
hat after 6 Myr the star clusters were no longer associated with their
atal GMCs. Additionally, the authors quantified the hierarchical 
istribution of the clusters and molecular gas using angular two- 
oint correlation functions. This powerful analysis afforded by the 
igh-resolution data allows us to study how the stars and gas are
rganized in multiscale structures, how those structures evolve in 
ime, and measure some of the time-scales of star formation – how 

ong do star clusters stay associated with their natal gas clouds? 
Kruijssen & Longmore ( 2014 ) and Kruijssen et al. ( 2018 ) in-

roduced a method to statistically correlate star-forming regions 
ithin galaxies from small-to-large spatial scales. This ‘uncertainty 
rinciple for star formation’ empirically measures star formation 
fficiencies and the time-scales for gas clouds to collapse, form 

tars, and provide stellar feedback without the need for individual gas 
louds to be resolved, and has been successfully applied to a sample
f nearby star-forming galaxies (Kruijssen et al. 2019 ; Zabel et al.
020 ; Che v ance et al. 2020b ; Ward et al. 2020b ; Kim et al. 2021 ).
hese studies have provided detailed measurements of the time- 
cales involved in star formation. Che v ance et al. ( 2020b ) find the
olecular cloud lifetime to be short at 10–30 Myr and star formation

fficiencies are measured ranging from a few to 10 per cent. The
uration of the embedded phase of star formation lasts 2–7 Myr
Kim et al. 2021 ), and after the onset of star formation, the parent gas
louds are dispersed within 1–5 Myr, which suggests that early or pre-
upernova stellar feedback (like stellar winds and photoionization) 
re a driving factor in the dispersal of the gas clouds (Che v ance et al.
022 ). 
In this study, we follow similar methodologies as Grasha et al. 

 2018 , 2019 ) to constrain the time-scales of star formation as well as
he evolution of the structured distributions of gas and star clusters.

e utilize the PHANGS–ALMA GMC catalogues (Rosolowsky et al. 
021 , Hughes et al., in preparation) generated from the PHANGS–
LMA CO(2–1) data (Leroy et al. 2021b , a ) along with the star

luster catalogues from PHANGS–HST (Thilker et al. 2022 ; Deger 
t al. 2022 ; Lee et al. 2022 ). By connecting the star clusters with their
atal gas clouds, we are able to provide an independent measurement 
f the cloud dispersal time-scale that can be compared to the results
rom Che v ance et al. ( 2020b , 2022 ). 

In Section 2 , we discuss the two data sets and the 11 galaxies
sed in this study. In Section 3 , we explain in detail the analyses
a nearest-neighbour analysis, how we associate star clusters with 
MCs, angular two-point correlation functions, and angular cross- 

orrelation functions – using the galaxy NGC 1566 as an example. 
e then present the results for all 11 galaxies in our sample and

iscuss the results in Section 4 . We conclude with a summary in
ection 5 . 
m

 DATA  

he PHANGS–ALMA surv e y is a large CO(2–1) mapping program
f 90 nearby galaxies with resolutions at GMC size scales of ∼100 pc.
he sample selection and properties of the galaxies are described 

n Leroy et al. ( 2021b ) and the data processing and pipeline are
escribed in Leroy et al. ( 2021a ). In addition to CO(2–1) maps,
HANGS–ALMA produces a catalog of GMCs in each galaxy 
sing the methods detailed by Rosolowsky et al. ( 2021 ) and Hughes
t al. (in preparation). The GMC catalogues include cloud positions, 
elocities, radii, masses, and luminosities. For this study, we use the
native resolution’ GMC catalogues which have been constructed 
ith the best available resolution and noise for each galaxy. This

eads to heterogeneous limits across the sample (see e.g. Rosolowsky 
t al. 2021 ). 

The cloud radii are measured as an average of the deconvolved 
ajor and minor axes of the elliptical profile as output by CPROPS,
 decomposition algorithm for identifying GMCs in molecular- 
ine observations (Rosolowsky & Leroy 2006 ; Rosolowsky et al. 
021 ). This assumes a spherically symmetric cloud that can become
naccurate if the cloud sizes approach the scale height of the

olecular gas disc in the galaxy. Therefore, the clouds are modelled
o be oblate spheroidal if the spherical radius exceeds the assumed
cale height (100 pc for the PHANGS–ALMA sample). Across the 
nsemble of galaxies in our sample, the mean GMC radius is 61.5 pc,
edian is 62 pc, minimum is 8 pc, and maximum is 132 pc. 
The PHANGS–HST star cluster catalogues provide a robust sam- 

le of compact star clusters across 38 nearby spiral galaxies within
he PHANGS–ALMA sample (Lee et al. 2022 ). Star clusters are
dentified and classified in the five-band ( NUV - U - B - V - I ) HST images
Thilker et al. 2022 ) and aperture photometry is performed (Deger
t al. 2022 ). Spectral energy distribution fitting provides the cluster
ges, masses, and dust reddening, with respective 1 σ uncertainties 
f ∼0.3 dex, 0.2 dex, and 0.1 mag for the PHANGS–HST pilot study
ocused on NGC 3351 (Turner et al. 2021 ); systematics include un-
ertainties in the photometric flux calibration ( ∼5 per cent), incom-
lete/incorrect priors, and SED templates. The compact star cluster 
atalogues thus include cluster positions, aperture photometry, ages, 
tellar masses, and reddening, as well as visual classifications (for a
ubset of the sample), neural network morphological classifications 
Wei et al. 2020 ; Whitmore et al. 2021 ), and a variety of concentration
ndex values that indicate the difference in magnitudes for different 
perture radii (Thilker et al. 2022 ; Deger et al. 2022 ). For this
aper, we focus on star clusters that have been visually classified
s either Class 1 (symmetric and compact), Class 2 (asymmetric 
nd compact), or Class 3 (multipeaked compact association). The 
lass 3 compact associations, which are typically young, pro v e to
e difficult to model given their potential for containing multiple 
ges within a single association, which causes large uncertainties in 
heir age measurements. In order to better capture the young stellar
opulations, Larson et al. (in preparation) hav e dev eloped a method
o select stellar associations using a watershed algorithm. PHANGS–
ST provides a stellar association catalogue similar to the compact 

luster catalogue (Lee et al. 2022 ). 
Table 1 gives an overview of the galaxy sample used in this study

nd Fig. 1 shows the spatial distribution of the star clusters and GMCs
ithin each galaxy. As the development of the PHANGS–HST cluster 

atalogue and PHANGS–ALMA GMC catalogue pipelines are still 
n-going, we focus on 11 PHANGS–HST galaxies that currently 
ave completed cluster and GMC catalogues. 
For reference, the PHANGS–HST stellar cluster catalogues go 
uch deeper than the PHANGS–ALMA GMC catalogues, at least 
MNRAS 516, 4612–4626 (2022) 
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M

Table 1. Galaxy coordinates are from Lee et al. ( 2022 ), R 25 sizes, star formation rates, and stellar masses are from Leroy et al. ( 2021b ), and the 
distances are from Anand et al. ( 2021 ). Optical morphologies from Dale et al. ( 2017 ). The number of star clusters include Classes 1, 2, and 3. 

Table 1. Galaxy sample 
Galaxy RA Dec. Distance R 25 Optical SFR log M ∗ # of # of star 

(J2000) (J2000) (Mpc) (kpc) Morph. ( M � yr −1 ) (log M �) GMCs Clusters 

NGC 0628 01h36m41.75s + 15d47m01.2s 9.84 14.1 SAc 1.7 10.34 811 789 
NGC 1365 03h33m36.37s −36d08m25.4s 19.57 34.2 SBb 17.4 11.00 1091 789 
NGC 1433 03h42m01.55s −47d13m19.5s 18.63 16.8 SBab 1.1 10.87 356 293 
NGC 1559 04h17m35.77s −62d47m01.2s 19.44 11.8 SBcd 4.0 10.37 725 927 
NGC 1566 04h20m00.42s −54d56m16.1s 17.69 18.6 SABbc 4.6 10.79 1127 851 
NGC 1792 05h05m14.45s −37d58m50.7s 16.20 13.1 SAbc 3.7 10.62 533 675 
NGC 3351 10h43m57.70s + 11d42m13.7s 9.96 10.5 SBb 1.3 10.37 369 468 
NGC 3627 11h20m14.96s + 12d59m29.5s 11.32 16.9 SABb 3.9 10.84 984 958 
NGC 4535 12h34m20.31s + 08d11m51.9s 15.77 18.7 SABc 2.2 10.54 640 452 
NGC 4548 12h35m26.45s + 14d29m46.8s 16.22 13.1 SBb 0.5 10.70 236 271 
NGC 4571 12h36m56.38s + 14d13m02.5s 14.90 7.7 SAd 0.3 10.10 214 262 

Figure 1. The PHANGS–ALMA footprints and the size and location of GMCs are shown in red. PHANGS–HST F336W observation footprints and the location 
of Classes 1, 2, and 3 star clusters are shown in blue. Background images are from the Digitized Sky Survey. 
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n an absolute mass sense. Rosolowsky et al. ( 2021 ) show that the
0 per cent completeness limit, where 50 per cent of mock GMCs
njected into signal-free regions are reco v ered, is 4.7 × 10 5 M � for the
HANGS–ALMA data cubes that are homogenized to uniform noise
roperties and to a common 90 pc resolution. By comparison, the
HANGS–HST stellar cluster mass limit is ∼10 3 –10 4 M � depending
n cluster age (Thilker et al. 2022 ), but a thorough description of
NRAS 516, 4612–4626 (2022) 
he PHANGS–HST cluster sample completeness will be provided
n a future paper. Ho we ver, an informed comparison of these two

ass limits requires additional information. Analysis of PHANGS–
LMA star formation and molecular cloud time-scales shows that

he star formation efficiency per star formation event is 4–10 per cent,
nd the star formation efficiency per molecular cloud-free fall time
s lower by a factor of a few (Chevance et al. 2020b ). In other words,

art/stac2559_f1.eps
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Figure 2. Histograms of the nearest neighbour separations for star clusters 
in NGC 1566. The star cluster sample is split into two age bins – 10 Myr 
and younger (blue) and older than 10 Myr (red). The distribution for all 
the star clusters is in grey. Dashed lines mark the median nearest neighbour 
separations. 
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Figure 3. Histograms of the star cluster ages sorted according to association 
with GMCs in NGC 1566: all star clusters (grey), within one GMC radius 
(blue), between 1 and 2 GMC radii (green), between 2 and 3 GMC radii 
(orange), and beyond 3 GMC radii which is considered unassociated (fuchsia). 
Vertical-dashed lines mark the median cluster age for each distribution. A 

10 km s −1 velocity cutoff is applied to minimize counting clusters that have 
random alignment with the GMCs. 
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ny ultimate comparison of the relative depths of the stellar cluster 
nd GMC catalogues must keep in mind the few per cent efficiencies
n converting molecular gas mass to stars. 

 ANALYSIS  

n this section, we detail the methodology of the analyses employed 
n this study. NGC 1566 is used as an example in this section, while
ection 4 gives the results for all 11 galaxies and discusses the results.

.1 Associating star clusters with GMCs 

n order to accurately match the star clusters with their nearest 
eighbour and/or natal GMC, we first find the region of o v erlap
etween the HST and ALMA footprints and only consider clusters 
nd clouds that lie within this o v erlap re gion. Then, as a first step
n correlating the star clusters and GMCs, we perform a nearest 
eighbour analysis to find the separations between star clusters and 
he nearest GMC centres. In this analysis, the sizes of the GMCs
re not taken into account. We then split the clusters into two age
ins – 10 Myr and younger and older than 10 Myr. Fig. 2 shows the
istribution of the first nearest neighbour separations for NGC 1566. 
e also test the second and third nearest neighbour separations (not 

hown) and find the same trend. 
Next, we search for star clusters potentially associated with GMCs 

y looking for line-of-sight o v erlap of clusters and clouds. Consistent
ith Grasha et al. ( 2018 , 2019 ), in this analysis the radius of a GMC is

onsidered, which allows for a cluster to be classified as either: within
he radius of the closest GMC; within 1–2 radii of the closest GMC;
ithin 2–3 radii of the closest GMC; or beyond which we consider

o be ‘unassociated.’ These radial bins provide a rough indication 
f the relative distance a star cluster has travelled since birth or
he extent to which they have cleared away their parent cloud’s 
olecular material. We only allow a star cluster to be associated 
ith a single GMC; individual GMCs can still have multiple star
lusters associated them. In cases where a star cluster is aligned
ith multiple GMCs, we opt for the most massive GMC to be the

ssociated one. In terms of the typical physical extent of the GMCs
n this sample of 11 galaxies, the median radius is 60.5 pc with a
6 th –84 th percentile range of 40.6–79.7 pc. 
We then look for trends in cluster ages as a function of spatial

ssociation with GMCs. The distributions of the cluster ages for 
GC 1566 are shown in Fig. 3 . With the distributions of the cluster

ges seen in Fig. 3 , we also calculate the median ages for the
istributions as a means for tracking the difference in cluster ages
iven their association with a GMC. We calculate the uncertainty 
n the medians via bootstrapping the cluster ages included in the
HANGS–HST catalogue. Analysis of these trends for the full 
ample is provided in Section 4.1 . 

.2 Angular two-point correlation functions 

 or the ne xt step of the analysis, we study the distribution of both the
tar clusters and the GMCs with two-point correlation functions or 
utocorrelation functions. Autocorrelation functions help to quantify 
he excess probability of spatial clustering of the star formation 
omponents o v er a random, uniform distribution. Peebles ( 1980 ) first
pplied two-point correlation functions in a cosmological context to 
tatistically measure the clustering of mass in the large-scale structure 
f the univ erse. F or such a case, the amplitude of clustering, as a
unction of scale, ξ ( r ), is defined to measure the excess probability
bo v e a random Poisson distribution of finding a g alaxy–g alaxy pair
n the volume dV at a separation r . In other words, if a galaxy is
hosen at random from the full sample, the probability of finding a
eighbouring galaxy at a distance r within the volume dV is 

 P = n̄ [ 1 + ξ ( r) ] d V (1) 

here n̄ is the mean number density of the galaxy sample. In this
ase, the autocorrelation functions are defined o v er a 3D volume since 
he galaxy redshifts are known. On smaller scales, autocorrelation 
unctions have been used to measure the spatial distribution of pre-
ain sequence stars within the Milky Way (Gomez et al. 1993 ;
MNRAS 516, 4612–4626 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Angular two-point autocorrelation function 1 + ω( θ ) as a function 
of spatial scale for NGC 1566. The function for all the star clusters is black, 
for clusters 10 Myr and younger is blue, for clusters older than 10 Myr is red, 
and for GMCs is orange. The horizontal grey line marks a uniform, random 

distribution at 1 + ω( θ ) = 1. The vertical grey line marks the median radius 
of the GMCs of NGC 1566. Uncertainties are bootstrap estimates. 
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arson 1995 ), the distribution of resolved stellar populations in
he Large Magellanic Cloud and Small Magellanic Cloud (Bastian
t al. 2009 ; Gouliermis, Hony & Klessen 2014 ) and NGC 6503
Gouliermis et al. 2015 ), and the distribution of stellar clusters in
 sample of local star-forming galaxies (Grasha et al. 2015 , 201,7 ,
019 ). In these cases, only a 2D autocorrelation function is needed,
hich can be achieved by deprojecting the positions of the stars or

lusters on to a 2D surface (the plane of the galaxy disc) given the
nclination of the galaxy. Our sample of galaxies has moderate-to-low
isc inclinations ( � 60 ◦), and thus correcting for disc inclination has
inimal impact and does not change our conclusions. Equation ( 1 )

an be redefined to be angular so that, if an object is chosen at random
rom the full sample, the probability of finding a neighbouring object
t an angular separation θ within the solid angle d � is 

 P = N [ 1 + ω( θ ) ] d � (2) 

here N is the mean surface density of the sample and ω( θ ) is the
mplitude of the clustering as a function of angular scale. Note that
sing the mean surface density implies that any large-scale gradient
n the distribution of molecular gas or stars will manifest as an
nticorrelation. The expected or mean number of neighbours within
he angular separation θ of a randomly chosen object is 

 N〉 p = N 

∫ θ

0 
[ 1 + ω( θ ) ] d �. (3) 

ith this definition, a random distribution will give 1 + ω( θ ) = 1
nd a clustered distribution will give 1 + ω( θ ) > 1. An anticorrelated
istribution will give 1 + ω( θ ) < 1. 
The clustering amplitude ω( θ ) is measured by taking a catalogue

f real objects (e.g. the star clusters) and a catalogue of randomly
ositioned objects, and then counting the number of pairs of real
bjects (DD), number of pairs in the random catalogue (RR), and
he number of pairs with one real object and one random catalogue
bject (DR) with separations within some angular separation bin. The
umber of pairs are normalized by the total number in that catalogue
o that 

D = 

number of real object pairs 

N D N D 
, (4) 

R = 

number of random catalogue pairs 

N R N R 
, (5) 

R = 

number of real-random catalogue pairs 

N D N R 
, (6) 

here N D is the total number of objects in the real catalogue and N R 

s the total number of objects in the random catalog. ω( θ ) is then
stimated using the Landy & Szalay ( 1993 ) estimator of the form 

( θ ) = 

1 

RR ( θ ) 

[ 

DD ( θ ) 

(
N R 

N D 

)2 

− 2 DR ( θ ) 

(
N R 

N D 

)
+ RR ( θ ) 

] 

. (7) 

he estimation of ω( θ ) is dependent on the quality of the random
atalogue and how it emulates any data sampling effects in the
bservations. One potential issue is the impact of crowding on
dentifying and classifying the star clusters in the HST imaging.
o we ver, the cluster candidate selection process demands a stringent

ignal-to-noise cut of 10 (Thilker et al. 2022 ) and Whitmore et al.
 2021 ) explains that PHANGS–HST clusters are consistently clas-
ified to within 70 per cent even for the most crowded regions. The
haracteristics of the GMC catalogue are also unlikely to significantly
kew the estimation of ω( θ ): the noise of the ALMA cubes varies
nly mildly ( < 20 per cent) o v er the spatial and spectral axes within a
alaxy, and crowding of the GMCs is not a concern (Rosolowsky
NRAS 516, 4612–4626 (2022) 
t al. 2021 ; Leroy et al. 2021a ). In order to minimize errors in
he generation of the random catalogue, we only place the random
bjects within the region of the HST and ALMA footprint o v erlap
nd ensure the random catalogue has a similar sample size as the
eal catalogues. To measure the autocorrelation functions, we use
he ASTROML function bootstrap two point angular on
oth the star cluster and GMC catalogues. In order to a v oid edge
ffects, we drop the largest-scale angular bins that correspond to
airs of objects with separations on the order of the size of the
eld of view. In addition to the full star cluster catalogue, we also
stimate the autocorrelation functions for the clusters split into two
ge bins: ≤10 Myr and > 10 Myr. We then fit power-laws to the
utocorrelation functions using a Levenberg–Marquardt non-linear
east-squares minimization, because in a fully hierarchical (or fractal)
istrib ution, a smooth power -la w decline is e xpected and indicates
 scale-free distribution (Calzetti, Giavalisco & Ruffini 1989 , see
ection 4.4 ). We test the effects of angular bin sizes by running

he analysis with 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 angular bins and find the
ame trends for each galaxy; see Fig. 4 for NGC 1566 for a typical
xample. With fewer bins (i.e. 5 or 10) the main differences are the
orrelation that cannot be measured at small angular scales because
he bin size is greater than the angular scale and the autocorrelation
unctions are lower resolution. With 25 bins, we do not gain any
reater resolution at the small angular scales because the bin size is
maller than the actual separation between star cluster pairs. Utilizing
5 or 20 bins appears to provide the optimal spatial resolution for our
alaxy sample. In this figure and the following correlation function
gures, the angle θ is converted to a spatial scale, r , in units of parsecs
ased on the distance to the galaxy. The analysis of these trends for
he full sample is provided in Section 4.4 . 

.3 Angular cr oss-corr elation functions 

or the last step in the analysis, we quantify the excess probability
f the clustering of the star clusters with GMCs o v er a random
niform distribution by estimating the cross-correlation functions
ollowing the methodology outlined in Section 3.2 . We generate
andom catalogues for both the cluster and the cloud populations,
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Figure 5. Angular cross-correlation estimate, 1 + ζ ( θ ), of the star clusters 
and the GMCs with 10 angular bins for NGC 1566. The function with all star 
clusters is black, for clusters ≤10 Myr is blue, and for clusters > 10 Myr is 
red. The horizontal grey line marks a uniform, random distribution at 1 + 

ζ ( θ ) = 1. The v ertical gre y line marks the median radius of the GMCs of 
NGC 1566. Uncertainties are bootstrap estimates. 
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1 We have incorporated a 10 km s −1 velocity cutoff in our analysis to account 
for clusters that may have drifted during their lifetime into a chance line- 
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nd measure the total sample sizes within each catalogue: 

N Dsc = Number of real star clusters 

 Dgmc = Number of real GMCs 

N Rsc = Number of random catalogue star clusters 

 Rgmc = Number of random catalogue GMCs . 

he Landy & Szalay ( 1993 ) estimator for the cross-correlation is 

( θ ) = 

D sc D gmc ( θ ) − D sc R gmc ( θ ) − R sc D gmc ( θ ) + R sc R gmc ( θ ) 

R sc R gmc ( θ ) 

(8) 

here D sc D gmc ( θ ) is the number of pairs consisting of one real
luster and one real cloud with a separation θ , D sc R gmc ( θ ) is the
umber of pairs consisting of one real cluster and one random cloud,
 sc D gmc ( θ ) is the number of pairs consisting of one random catalogue
tar cluster and one real GMC, and R sc R gmc ( θ ) is the number of pairs
onsisting of one random catalogue star cluster and one random 

atalogue GMC. All pair counts are normalized by the total number 
f objects in the given sample, e.g. D sc D gmc / N Dsc N Dgmc . Applying
hese normalizations to equation ( 8 ) and simplifying yields 

( θ ) = 

(
N Rsc N Rgmc 

N Dsc N Dgmc 
× D sc D gmc ( θ ) 

R sc R gmc ( θ ) 

)
−

(
N Rsc 

N Dsc 
× D sc R gmc ( θ

R sc R gmc ( θ ) 

)

−
(

N Rgmc 

N Dgmc 
× R sc D gmc ( θ

R sc R gmc ( θ ) 

)
+ 1 . (9) 

Similar to the autocorrelation analysis, we estimate the cross- 
orrelation functions of all the star clusters with the GMCs, clusters
10 Myr with the GMCs, and clusters > 10 Myr with the GMCs. The

argest angular bins are dropped in order to minimize edge effects. 
e also test the cross-correlation estimations using 5, 10, 15, 20, 

nd 25 angular bins. As with the autocorrelation functions, we find 
he same general trends for each g alaxy reg ardless of the number of
ngular bins. Fig. 5 shows the cross-correlation for the star clusters
nd GMCs of NGC 1566 with 10 angular bins. In contrast to the
0 bins used for the autocorrelation functions, 10 bins were chosen 
ere because there are less data (i.e. fewer star cluster–GMC pairs
ompared to cluster–cluster pairs). The higher resolution when using 
ore bins does not provide any additional information. 

 RESULTS  &  DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Nearest neighbour analysis 

ig. 6 shows the histograms of the separations between the star
lusters and the nearest neighbour GMC for all 11 galaxies. Included
or each galaxy is the histogram for all star clusters and for the
lusters split into the two age bins: ≤10 Myr (blue) and > 10 Myr
red). For all star clusters, the median separations ˜ 	r to the nearest
eighbour GMC range from ∼1.8 arcsec (NGC 1559) to 4.9 arcsec
NGC 4571). In all galaxies, except NGC 4571, the young clusters
re found to be closer to their nearest neighbour GMCs than the older
opulations. The ‘signal to noise’ in these median separations can be
stimated via 

/N ( ˜ 	r ) = 

˜ 	r old − ˜ 	r young √ 

σ 2 
old + σ 2 

young 

, (10) 

here σ old and σ young represent the standard deviations in the median 
alues for 1000 bootstrapped samples for the older and younger 
ge bins, respectively. Except for NGC 4571, the S / N values lie in
he range 4–8. In NGC 4571, the median separations for the three
istograms are nearly the same. This result is due to the flocculent
ature of NGC 4571 – unlike the other 10 galaxies in this sample,
here the CO emission tends to align with the spiral arm structures

hat dominate the optical morphologies, the GMCs and stellar clusters 
n NGC 4571 exhibit much patchier and more spatially uniform 

istributions. NGC 1433 and NGC 3351 have the greatest differences 
n separations between the young and old populations. Both of these
alaxies show evidence of recent star formation at their centres with
 strong CO concentration there. 

Finally, we include in certain subpanels of Fig. 6 theoretical 
stimates for the expected nearest neighbour separations r n . Broadly 
ollowing the approach described in Kruijssen et al. ( 2019 ) and the
arameter values presented in (Che v ance et al. 2020b ), the expected
eparations are r n ≈ 0 . 443 λ

√ 

τ/t gas where λ is the typical separation
etween independent star-forming regions, τ is the evolutionary 
ime-scale for star formation o v erall, and t gas is the time-scale for the
olecular clouds in particular. The correction factor 

√ 

τ/t gas ( ≈1.1) 
ccounts for the fact that we specifically require the neighbour to be
 GMC, which only co v ers part of the region timeline described in
he v ance et al. ( 2020b ). The medians for the distributions presented

n Fig. 6 are somewhat larger than the theoretical expectations, 
resumably because the GMC catalogues have lower effective spatial 
esolution than the maps themselves. 

We check the second and third nearest neighbour separation his- 
ograms and find the same trends where the young stellar populations
ie closer to the GMCs than the older clusters. 

.2 Star clusters associated with GMCs 

n Section 3.1 , we describe our method for associating the star
lusters with GMCs while taking into account the sizes of the GMCs.
ig. 7 shows the distribution of the star cluster ages split by how the
lusters are associated with the closest GMC and Table 2 shows the
edian cluster ages. 1 Across all galaxies, the median cluster ages 
MNRAS 516, 4612–4626 (2022) 
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Figure 6. Histograms of the separations between star clusters and the centre of the nearest neighbour GMC for each of the 11 galaxies and an ensemble of 
all the galaxies. The distribution for the full sample of star clusters is shown in grey, for clusters ≤10 Myr is blue, and for clusters > 10 Myr is red. Median 
separations for each distribution are marked with dashed lines. Theoretical estimates for the nearest neighbor separations for NGC 0628, NGC 3351, NGC 3627, 
and NGC 4535, and the ensemble are provided by green-dotted lines (see text). The histograms are normalized by the total number of counts and the bin width 
for each histogram. 
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re consistently the youngest when within the radius of the closest
MC. As the clusters increase in distance from the closest GMC,

he median ages increase. For clusters between 2 and 3 GMC radii,
he median ages are no greater than 6 Myr across all galaxies (the
ange is 4–6 Myr, with uncertainties for a given galaxy on the order
f 0.5 Myr; see Table 2 ). Given these results, after about 6 Myr, the
tar clusters have had enough time to no longer be associated with
heir natal GMCs. This result is consistent with the measurement
rom Grasha et al. ( 2019 ) in M51 using the LEGUS star clusters
NRAS 516, 4612–4626 (2022) 

f-sight alignment with a non-natal GMC; we require all cluster-GMC 

ssociations to satisfy v × t (age) < 3 R GMC . We acknowledge, though, that 
his is a coarse approximation and is limited by the fact that GMC radii are 
ighly related to the resolution of the CO data, and the spatial resolution of 
he CO data affects the minimum peak spacing. Moreo v er, the GMCs crowd 
n few hundred parsec scales and given their typically sizes, there may be 
ultiple associations for a given cluster. In these cases, we opt for the most 
assive GMC to be the associated one. These are the issues that make this 

nherently complicated. 

t  

l  

G  

f  

w  

f  

o  

e  

(  

o  
nd CO(1–0) maps from PAWS. Similar time-scales were found by
awamura et al. ( 2009 ) for the Large Magellanic Cloud and Corbelli

t al. ( 2017 ) for M 33 for the duration of GMCs being associated
ith non-embedded stellar clusters. 
This time-scale is related to the feedback time-scale t fb – the time it

akes for feedback mechanisms to disperse the natal gas after stellar
lusters first become visible (unembedded). This feedback time-scale
s not a measure of the GMC lifetime, which is found to be short,
n the order of 10–30 Myr, but the time it takes for star clusters
o no longer be associated with their natal GMCs. Given the short
ifetimes of GMCs, finding younger star clusters closer to their natal
MCs implies that the stellar hierarchical distribution is inherited

rom the GMCs and the interstellar medium. Our measurement tracks
ell with the measurements from the ‘uncertainty principle of star

ormation’ for NGC 0300 (Kruijssen et al. 2019 ) and the samples
f nearby galaxies studied by Che v ance et al. ( 2020b ) and Kim
t al. [ 2021 ; four of the nine galaxies analysed by Che v ance et al.
 2020b ) are also in our sample]. As described abo v e, for our ensemble
f 11 galaxies, the clusters are typically on the cusp of no longer
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Figure 7. Histograms of the star cluster ages split on how the star cluster is associated with the closest GMC: within 1 R GMC (blue), between 1 and 2 R GMC 

(green), between 2 and 3 R GMC (orange), or beyond 3 R GMC , which is considered unassociated (fuchsia). The distribution of the ages for all star clusters is in 
grey. Median ages for each distribution are marked with dashed lines. An assumed velocity cutoff of 10 km s −1 is applied to minimize the chance alignment of 
clusters with GMCs if the clusters have had enough time to cross into the line of sight. The histograms are normalized by the total number of counts and the 
bin width for each histogram. For reference, we include for specific targets plus the ensemble the estimated feedback time-scales (Che v ance et al. 2020b ) for 
dispersing the natal gas after stellar clusters first become visible (vertical dotted orange lines). 

Table 2. All cluster ages given in Myr. Uncertainties on the medians are bootstrap estimates based on the uncertainties of the cluster ages. The number 
of clusters in each sample is given in parentheses. 

Median star cluster ages 
Galaxy All SCs 0 < r / R GMC ≤ 1 1 < r / R GMC ≤ 2 2 < r / R GMC ≤ 3 Unassociated 

NGC 0628 09 ± 0.32 (684) 01 ± 0.33 (33) 02 ± 0.32 (092) 05 ± 0.44 (142) 018 ± 2.54 (266) 
NGC 1365 70 ± 4.96 (633) 04 ± 0.92 (11) 05 ± 0.38 (054) 05 ± 0.54 (098) 095 ± 7.23 (264) 
NGC 1433 07 ± 0.62 (293) 01 ± 0.60 (09) 01 ± 0.56 (023) 05 ± 1.39 (025) 007 ± 0.67 (219) 
NGC 1559 21 ± 1.24 (926) 01 ± 0.25 (22) 04 ± 0.56 (087) 05 ± 0.54 (160) 040 ± 2.43 (387) 
NGC 1566 37 ± 2.31 (838) 01 ± 0.25 (43) 04 ± 0.61 (081) 05 ± 0.60 (134) 101 ± 6.28 (335) 
NGC 1792 48 ± 3.25 (669) 02 ± 0.63 (22) 05 ± 0.58 (094) 06 ± 0.46 (147) 135 ± 23.8 (067) 
NGC 3351 06 ± 0.41 (396) 01 ± 0.65 (18) 04 ± 0.45 (056) 04 ± 0.62 (061) 007 ± 0.39 (221) 
NGC 3627 37 ± 1.46 (948) 01 ± 0.42 (28) 04 ± 0.43 (100) 06 ± 0.53 (164) 076 ± 3.71 (287) 
NGC 4535 28 ± 3.25 (411) 01 ± 0.51 (26) 04 ± 0.85 (039) 04 ± 0.60 (063) 095 ± 8.41 (185) 
NGC 4548 10 ± 3.49 (237) 01 ± 0.76 (14) 03 ± 0.74 (022) 04 ± 0.48 (034) 076 ± 13.1 (131) 
NGC 4571 05 ± 0.29 (213) 01 ± 0.90 (06) 04 ± 0.79 (018) 04 ± 0.88 (013) 005 ± 0.54 (164) 
Ensemble 19 ± 0.61 (6248) 01 ± 0.18 (232) 04 ± 0.17 (666) 05 ± 0.18 (1041) 046 ± 1.53 (2526) 
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7 , except star clusters are grouped by their location with the g alaxies: g alaxy centre, bars, interarm, spiral arms, and disc. Median cluster 
ages are marked with dashed lines. A 10 km s −1 velocity cutoff is applied. 
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eing associated with GMCs after ∼6 Myr. By comparison, Kim
t al. ( 2021 ) find ∼3 Myr for the typical embedded phase (see also
enincasa et al. 2020 ) and Che v ance et al. ( 2020b ) and Kim et al.
 2022 ) find t fb ≈ 3 Myr for the unembedded phase, for a total of
7 Myr spanning the embedded and unembedded phases; accounting

or uncertainties and intrinsic variation between galaxies, our inferred
nsemble-wide time-scale for clusters is consistent with the sum of
he embedded and unembedded time-scales found by Che v ance et al.
 2020b ) and Kim et al. ( 2021 , 2022 ). 

For the clusters lying beyond three GMC radii from the GMC
entroids, the median ages range greatly across the 11 galaxies
rom 5 Myr (NGC 4571) to 136 Myr (NGC 1792). Interestingly, the
alaxy in our sample with the sparsest (lowest surface density) CO
istribution, NGC 4571, has unassociated stellar clusters that skew
oungest compared to the other galaxies. Similarly, in NGC 1433
nd NGC 3351, where the CO is concentrated in the centres, the
edian unassociated cluster age is younger (7 Myr) than the rest of

he galaxies. In all galaxies, the median unassociated cluster age is
till greater than the median age of all clusters. Ho we ver, we must
cknowledge that this trend is influenced by our implementation of
 velocity cutoff. 

.3 Dependence on galactic environment 

e can study how the galactic environment of the star clusters
nd GMCs affect the time-scales of star formation by using the
nvironmental masks developed by the PHANGS collaboration.
etails on how the masks are produced are given in Querejeta et al.

 2021 ). In short, discs and bulges are identified using 3.6 μm images
rom the Spitzer Surv e y of the Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S 

4 G)
ipeline or ancillary Spitzer images following Salo et al. ( 2015 )
nd Herrera-Endoqui et al. ( 2015 ). Near-infrared images are used
o identify bars and rings, and spiral arms are defined by fitting a
NRAS 516, 4612–4626 (2022) 
og-spiral function to bright regions along the arms. Arm widths are
efined by the CO emission measured in PHANGS–ALMA maps.
or this study, we choose to use the masks that separate the galactic
nvironments into the centre, bar, interarm, spiral arms, and disc.
he masks do provide further differentiation of environments for
xample, bars and bar ends, but we opt for the more simplified
asks. 
Fig. 8 shows the distribution of star cluster ages across the

ve environmental masks and Table 3 gives the median ages with
ncertainties. Across all five environments, the median cluster age
s 5 Myr for clusters between 2 and 3 GMC radii. This is consistent
ith the time-scale for a cluster to disassociate from its natal gas

loud as found in Section 4.2 . 
Galaxies with a centre region identified are NGC 0628, NGC 1365,

GC 1433, NGC 1792, NGC 3351, NGC 3627, NGC 4535,
GC 4548, and NGC 4571. The clusters that lie in the centres

re found to be young ( < 10 Myr) and the trend of cluster age
ncreasing with distance from closest GMC is seen. There are only
2 unassociated clusters that have a median age of 300 Myr; this
s significantly older than the unassociated population of the other
nvironments and any single galaxy. These old unassociated clusters
re likely old globular clusters which reside in the stellar bulges.
or the star clusters of NGC 3351, Turner et al. ( 2021 ) identify
lobular cluster candidates in the bulge and show the SED fitting
eturn underestimated ages for the globular clusters. Ages around
0 Gyr are expected while the SED fitting gives ages of a few
00 Myr. This is likely why the clusters identified here are as old as
xpected if they are indeed globular clusters. 

For clusters in the bars of the barred galaxies (NGC 1365,
GC 1433, NGC 1559, NGC 1566, NGC 3351, NGC 3627,
GC 4535, and NGC 4548), the median age is relatively old at nearly
00 Myr. Clusters associated with GMCs are still found to be the
oungest. Similar to the centre clusters, the unassociated population
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Table 3. All cluster ages given in Myr. Uncertainties on the medians are bootstrap estimates based on the uncertainties of the cluster ages. The 
number of clusters in each sample is given in parentheses. 

Median star cluster ages by galactic environment 
Environment All SCs 0 < r / R GMC ≤ 1 1 < r / R GMC ≤ 2 2 < r / R GMC ≤ 3 Unassociated 

Centre 07 ± 2.59 (0377) 04 ± 0.67 (16) 04 ± 0.26 (074) 05 ± 0.44 (110) 301 ± 138.6 (012) 
Bar 95 ± 5.01 (0693) 01 ± 0.93 (14) 04 ± 0.52 (500) 05 ± 0.51 (110) 168 ± 10.7 (301) 
Inter arm 32 ± 1.37 (1654) 01 ± 0.29 (43) 03 ± 0.34 (117) 05 ± 0.41 (180) 053 ± 2.51 (969) 
Spiral arm 09 ± 0.30 (1420) 01 ± 0.21 (93) 03 ± 0.22 (206) 05 ± 0.32 (306) 053 ± 3.43 (388) 
Disc 10 ± 0.90 (2077) 01 ± 0.25 (66) 04 ± 0.29 (219) 05 ± 0.36 (335) 009 ± 0.28 (829) 
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Figure 9. Histograms of star cluster ages for all clusters which lie within a 
spiral arm with pitch angle less than or equal to 20 degrees (left) and greater 
than 20 degrees (right). Histograms are colour-coded by how the star cluster 
is associated with the nearest GMC following the same scheme as Figs 3 , 7 , 
and 8 . 
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2 No significant differences are found if the age threshold is lowered to 5 Myr. 
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s old with median age of 169 Myr. The bar clusters trending old
s mostly likely due to a lack of recent star formation as bars act to
unnel gas into the centres of the galaxies that trigger star formation
here. 

The environmental masks show that all galaxies except NGC 4571 
ave spiral arms or, in the case of NGC 3351, a ring. For clusters in
oth the interarm regions and spiral arms, we see the same trend with
he youngest clusters ( ∼1 Myr) associated closely with GMCs and 
rending slightly older as they move away from their natal gas clouds.
nassociated clusters in both re gions giv e a median age around
0 Myr. Ho we ver, spiral arm clusters are found to be younger on
verage than the interarm clusters due to more recent star formation 
ccurring directly within the spiral arms. The difference in the median 
ges of spiral and interarm clusters suggests it takes ∼20 Myr for
lusters to migrate out of the spiral arms. 

Finally, clusters in the outer discs of the galaxies are found to
e mostly young with a median age of 10 Myr. The same trend of
luster age increasing with distance to associated GMC is seen again. 
nterestingly, the unassociated clusters in the discs have a very similar 
ge distribution to the full sample of disc clusters and a median age
ust under 10 Myr. This distribution is likely skewed young because 
f NGC 4571 where essentially all clusters are considered to be in the
isc and the relative lack of CO means most clusters are unassociated
ith a GMC. 

.3.1 Dependence on spiral arm structure 

s shown Fig. 8 , clusters residing in spiral arms are found to be very
oung and closely associated with GMCs. We check for dependence 
f this trend on the spiral arm structure, specifically on the pitch angle
f the spirals. Generally, galactic spiral arms are well-approximated 
y logarithmic spirals (Kennicutt 1981 ). The logarithmic spirals are 
f the form 

 = R 0 e 
θ tan ( φ) (11) 

here R is the radius of the spiral, θ is the azimuthal angle, R 0 is the
nitial radius at θ = 0, and φ is the pitch angle. Equation ( 11 ) can be
inearized to the form 

ln ( R) = ln ( R 0 ) + θ tan ( φ) . (12) 

he environmental masks in Querejeta et al. ( 2021 ) provide the slope,
, and intercept, ln ( R 0 ), of best-fitting logarithmic spirals for each
f the identified spiral arms which we then used to obtain the spiral
rm pitch angles. There are six galaxies with identified spiral arms
NGC 0628 (6 arms), NGC 1365 (1 arm), NGC 1566 (4 arms),
GC 3627 (4 arms), NGC 4535 (3 arms), and NGC 4548 (5 arms). 
Across the galaxy sample, we check the star cluster age and star

luster–GMC separation for all clusters that lie within a spiral arm; 
esults are shown in Fig. 9 . Spiral arms are split by pitch angle at 20
egrees. We find that the star cluster age histograms are essentially no
ifferent between spiral arms with tighter and looser pitch angles. A
ivision at 30 degrees was also checked and showed no dependence 
n the pitch angle dividing threshold. We limit this analysis to only
lusters found within spiral arms as the pitch angle of spiral arms
ithin individual galaxies can range significantly. For example, the 

ix spiral arms measured in NGC 0628 have pitch angles ranging
rom 11 to 30 degrees. This greatly confuses the analysis if it is to be
pplied to star clusters outside of the spiral arms. Given these results,
e find no dependence of star cluster age and star cluster–GMC

eparation on the spiral arm pitch angle. 

.4 Angular two-point correlation functions 

e quantify how clustered the spatial distributions of the star clusters
nd GMCs are using two-point autocorrelation functions as detailed 
n Section 3.2 . Fig. 10 shows the autocorrelation functions for each
alaxy broken down as: all star clusters, clusters ≤10 Myr, clusters
 10 Myr, and all GMCs. 2 In all galaxies, except for NGC 4571,

he young clusters are found to be more highly correlated o v er small
patial scales than the older populations. At larger scales on the order
f several kiloparsecs, the correlation functions for both the young 
nd old cluster populations become essentially equal. This means 
he correlation lengths, the scale at which the distribution is random
1 + ω( θ ) = 1), are equal for both populations. Given these results,
he young populations still show fractal nature of hierarchical star 
MNRAS 516, 4612–4626 (2022) 
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M

Figure 10. Two-point (auto) correlation functions for all star clusters (black), clusters ≤10 Myr (blue), clusters > 10 Myr (red), and GMCs (orange). The line at 
1 + ω( θ ) = 1 marks were a uniform, random distribution. Twice the median radius of the GMCs in each galaxy is shown as the vertical grey line. Uncertainties 
are bootstrap estimates. The thick grey line marks the distance range over which the power-laws are fit; the best-fitting power-law slopes are given in Table 4 . 
Correlation functions that exhibit anticorrelation (1 + ω( θ ) < 1) are most likely artefacts of the random sampling i.e. there are more random points than data 
points for that angular bin. In which case, correlation at these bins can be considered consistent with a random distribution. 
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ormation, which dissolves with time as shown by the autocorrelation
unctions of the older cluster populations. 

Table 4 gives the best-fitting power-law slopes for each of
he measured autocorrelation functions. For the total star cluster
opulations across all galaxies, reasonably smooth power-law fits
re found, which demonstrates the scale-free, hierarchical (or fractal)
tructure of the stellar distribution. Except for the flocculent galaxy
GC 4571, each galaxy shows a steeper power-law slope for the
ounger clusters than for the older clusters. The galaxies with the
argest difference in slope between the young and older populations,
or the selected spatial ranges for the fits, are NGC 1566, NGC 3351,
nd NGC 4535. These three galaxies all possess very distinct spiral
rms and rings where the GMCs and younger clusters are mostly
oncentrated. 

Since the higher correlation of the young clusters is thought to
e a result of inheriting the hierarchical structure of the interstellar
edium, we expect the GMCs to show equally high correlation.
o we ver, in most cases, the distribution of the GMCs is found to
NRAS 516, 4612–4626 (2022) 
e much less correlated; the GMCs seem to be closer to randomly
istributed. Grasha et al. ( 2019 ) note a similar result for the GMCs
bserved in M51. This suggests either (1) there are GMCs that
ave not yet formed star clusters and are therefore dampening
he correlation signal; or (2) the ultraviolet-optical HST data are
nsensitive to clusters less massive than ∼10 3 –10 4 M � (see Section 2 )
r to heavily buried stellar clusters (a follow-up project with the
ames Webb Space Telescope has been appro v ed for 19 PHANGS
argets, to unco v er and characterize such embedded systems). 

In a number of galaxies, the GMC correlation is roughly random
t the smallest scale, then increases with scale length until a peak
t intermediate separations, then declines again. This peak in the
orrelation most likely results from CPROPS combining o v erlapping
MCs into a single GMC (if they have similar velocities), which
revents us from finding a significant number of GMCs with
eparations less than twice the typical GMC radius. The value of
 R GMC is presented in each panel of Fig. 10 , where we would
xpect to start noticing the impact of the cloud identification on
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Table 4. A Levenberg–Marquardt non-linear least squares minimization is used to fit a power-law of the form A θα to the autocorrelation functions shown 
in Fig. 10 . The power-laws are constrained to the distance ranges marked by the thick grey lines in Fig. 10 . 

Two-point autocorrelation functions: best-fitting power-law slopes and amplitudes at 300 pc 
Galaxy All SCs SCs ≤10 Myr SCs > 10 Myr GMCs All SCs SCs ≤10 Myr SCs > 10 Myr GMCs 

α α α α 1 + ω( θ ) 1 + ω( θ ) 1 + ω( θ ) 1 + ω( θ ) 

NGC 0628 −0.28 ± 0.02 −0.39 ± 0.05 −0.20 ± 0.03 −0.24 ± 0.04 2.20 ± 0.20 2.46 ± 0.35 1.86 ± 0.37 2.15 ± 0.19 
NGC 1365 −0.41 ± 0.03 −0.66 ± 0.09 −0.33 ± 0.02 −0.47 ± 0.11 5.75 ± 0.53 9.98 ± 2.10 5.04 ± 0.63 4.97 ± 0.28 
NGC 1433 −0.38 ± 0.02 −0.55 ± 0.02 −0.28 ± 0.17 −0.82 ± 0.14 2.86 ± 0.66 4.43 ± 1.19 1.44 ± 1.48 7.96 ± 1.15 
NGC 1559 −0.32 ± 0.02 −0.49 ± 0.03 −0.22 ± 0.02 −0.22 ± 0.02 3.51 ± 0.26 3.77 ± 0.34 3.05 ± 0.26 1.88 ± 0.18 
NGC 1566 −0.44 ± 0.02 −0.73 ± 0.05 −0.36 ± 0.02 −0.26 ± 0.03 3.64 ± 0.28 5.52 ± 0.81 2.92 ± 0.42 2.19 ± 0.18 
NGC 1792 −0.36 ± 0.06 −0.51 ± 0.05 −0.32 ± 0.06 −0.49 ± 0.06 3.29 ± 0.28 3.43 ± 0.58 2.78 ± 0.33 2.27 ± 0.29 
NGC 3351 −0.73 ± 0.10 −0.84 ± 0.15 −0.29 ± 0.11 −0.76 ± 0.02 3.12 ± 0.53 3.85 ± 0.70 1.61 ± 0.65 1.83 ± 0.23 
NGC 3627 −0.38 ± 0.01 −0.47 ± 0.03 −0.38 ± 0.02 −0.08 ± 0.02 2.84 ± 0.16 3.28 ± 0.36 2.73 ± 0.25 1.60 ± 0.12 
NGC 4535 −0.41 ± 0.04 −0.73 ± 0.06 −0.25 ± 0.03 −0.23 ± 0.02 1.90 ± 0.35 2.89 ± 0.76 1.52 ± 0.45 1.90 ± 0.20 
NGC 4548 −0.34 ± 0.03 −0.50 ± 0.04 −0.24 ± 0.02 −0.16 ± 0.04 2.33 ± 0.60 2.99 ± 1.28 1.89 ± 0.96 2.44 ± 0.69 
NGC 4571 −0.11 ± 0.03 −0.14 ± 0.08 −0.28 ± 0.11 −0.59 ± 0.11 1.36 ± 0.39 1.23 ± 0.50 2.26 ± 1.25 2.67 ± 0.48 
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he autocorrelation function (and thus explains the downturn in the 
MC autocorrelation function at small scales in most galaxies). In 
GC 1433, the GMCs are concentrated at the centre of the galaxy and

t the end of the bars. This leads to high correlation at small scales.
lthough NGC 3351 has a similar CO distribution as NGC 1433, 

he GMC autocorrelation function in NGC 3351 is unexpectedly 
ess correlated at small scales. This is possibly due to the GMCs
hat populate the ring of NGC 3351, which may be more uniformly
istributed radially around the ring. 

.5 Cr oss-corr elation functions 

e quantify the cross-correlation between the star clusters and GMCs 
sing the methodology given in Section 3.3 . Results are shown 
n Fig. 11 . The cross-correlation functions pro v e to be difficult to
nterpret but, in most cases, the young star clusters spatially correlate 
ith GMCs at small spatial scales and the older population is less

orrelated. Over time, the fractal distribution is dissipated as star 
lusters migrate away from their natal GMCs and the GMCs are 
isrupted. In some of the cross-correlation functions, there is a ‘gap’ 
esembling a piece-wise function. This is because there are no star
luster–GMC pairs found with separations that fall in that bin. 

As mentioned in Section 4.4 , the GMCs are not as highly
utocorrelated as the stellar clusters. This may also be affecting 
he measured cross-correlation functions by lessening the cross- 
orrelation with the young clusters. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e present the results of a study combining the PHANGS–ALMA 

MC catalogues with the star cluster catalogue from PHANGS–
ST for a sample of 11 nearby star-forming galaxies. We spatially 

orrelate the two catalogues first with a simple nearest neighbour 
nalysis, which reveals that star clusters with ages ≤10 Myr are found
o lie closer to GMCs on average than the older cluster populations.
his follows the trend expected for hierarchical star formation where 

he clusters inherit the hierarchical distribution of the interstellar 
edium. Ne xt, we e xpand the analysis by including information 

n the sizes of the GMC. We look for a line-of-sight alignment of
lusters with GMCs and determine if a cluster is within the radius
f the nearest GMC, between 1 and 2 radii of the GMC, between 2
nd 3 radii, or beyond which we consider unassociated. To minimize 
hance alignment, we apply a 10 km s −1 velocity cutoff. Clusters
hat are closely associated with a GMC (within the GMC radius)
re found to be very young with a median age of 1 Myr for most
f the galaxies. After ∼6 Myr, the clusters are no longer associated
ith their natal gas clouds. This time-scale is a measure of the time

t takes to dissipate the gas cloud after the onset of star formation.
ur analysis follows similar methodology as Grasha et al. ( 2019 )

nd we find good agreement with their results in M51. These results
lso serve as an independent confirmation of the feedback time- 
cale measured using the ‘uncertainty principle of star formation’ in 
he v ance et al. ( 2020b ). Specifically, combining the ∼4 Myr time-

cale for embedded star formation (Kim et al. 2021 ) with the ∼3 Myr
ime-scale for the exposed or unembedded phase of star formation 
Che v ance et al. 2020b ) yields a total of ∼7 Myr, consistent with our
nding of ∼6 Myr for age until dispersal. 
We perform this same analysis broken down by galactic envi- 

onment and find the same trend where clusters closely associated 
ith GMCs are ∼1 Myr, and beyond ∼5 Myr clusters are no longer

ssociated with GMCs. The unassociated clusters found in the centres 
f the galaxies are measured to be older than 300 Myr on average.
his suggests these clusters could be old globular clusters that reside

n the stellar bulges. Turner et al. ( 2021 ) note that there are likely
lobular clusters in the centre of NGC 3351 but the SED fitting
erformed on the PHANGS–HST clusters does not reco v er ages as
ld as expected ( ∼10 Gyr) for these globular clusters, due to the
imiting assumption of solar metallicity for all sources. The median 
ge for all clusters within spiral arms is 9 Myr, while clusters in
nterarm regions are ∼32 Myr old. This suggests it takes, on average,

20 Myr for a cluster to migrate out of a spiral arm, or that many
oung clusters are disrupted within ∼20 Myr. 
Autocorrelation functions are measured in Section 4.4 and show 

he young clusters are more highly autocorrelated at small spatial 
cales compared to the older cluster populations. We find the GMCs
o be nearly uniformly distributed across spatial scales. Power- 
aw fits show that galaxies with distinct spiral arms and rings –
GC 1566, NGC 3351, and NGC 4535 – have the largest difference

n autocorrelation function slopes between the young and older 
lusters. We also measure the cross-correlation functions and find 
hat the young clusters track well with the GMCs. Ho we ver, the cross-
orrelation functions are difficult to interpret given poor statistics in 
 few of the galaxies. Our interpretation is that stellar clusters form at
he density peaks of the hierarchy, and are thus likely more strongly
lustered than all levels of the hierarchy. But the o v erall picture is
odulated by the sensitivity to galactic morphological properties, 
hich drives global correlations that impact the level of correlation 
etween stellar clusters and GMCs. 
MNRAS 516, 4612–4626 (2022) 
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M

Figure 11. Cross-correlation functions for the GMCs with all star clusters (black), clusters ≤10 Myr (blue), and clusters > 10 Myr (red) for each galaxy. The 
horizontal grey line marks a uniform, random distribution at 1 + ζ ( θ ) = 1. Twice the median radius of the GMCs in each galaxy is shown as the vertical grey 
line. 
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We plan to expand upon the analysis described in this study as
ore PHANGS–HST star cluster catalogues are produced for more

alaxies. This expansion will allow us to build out the statistics
or more galaxies and therefore more star clusters. Additionally,
 machine-learning algorithm is being developed to aid in the
dentification and classification of PHANGS–HST star clusters (Wei
t al. 2020 ; Thilker et al. 2022 ). This will greatly increase the number
f identified star clusters within each galaxy, allowing for much
etter statistical analysis. Finally, a stellar association catalogue for
HANGS–HST is being developed (detailed in Larson et al., in
reparation), which provides a better way of identifying the youngest
tellar populations that are not captured in the traditional cluster
atalogue. Performing the analysis presented here on the stellar
ssociations should reveal an even stronger correlation between the
oung stellar populations and their natal gas clouds. 
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